OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WALKAROUND 2000

WARNING: Make sure unit is turned off before connecting any accessories. Failure to do so may cause damage to the unit.

To activate the Walkaround 2000, press the LED button and hold for 5 seconds. The LED lights will illuminate. To deactivate the Walkaround 2000, press the LED button again and hold for 5 seconds. The LED lights will turn off.

GROUP A: When the LED is on, you are in GROUP A. Press the LED button to switch to GROUP B. When the LED is off, you are in GROUP B.

GROUP B: Press the LED button to switch to GROUP A. When the LED is off, you are in GROUP A.

BUTTON CONTROLS:

BLINKING LED:

GROUP A and GROUP B:

TROTTLE 5: Controls accessories which have been preprogrammed with address 5

TROTTLE 4: Controls accessories which have been preprogrammed with address 7

The TROTTLE 4 switch allows the user to select from the preprogrammed accessories.

PROGRAMMING THE WALKAROUND 2000

The Walkaround 2000 can respond to any of the following commands:

- TROTTLE 4
- TROTTLE 5
- TROTTLE 6
- TROTTLE 7

Hand Held Walkaround 2000

The Walkaround 2000 can only function with the manual instructions. The Walkaround 2000 is designed to be used with remote control accessories. You have purchased one of the most exciting and versatile accessories for your Walkaround 2000.